images are needed when reducing the resolution of a mercury derivative dataset for SIRAS phasing from 1.5 Å to 2.6 Å (400000 patterns instead of 11000). Importantly, this large increase in multiplicity is required despite the fact that the data are excellent and very strong at 2.6 Å (unlike for systems that really stop diffracting at 2.6 Å ). They partly attribute this to the generally poor quality of low-resolution SFX data.
Knowing whether one can solve a structure by SAD phasing and when to stop collecting more data because the anomalous signal in SAD phasing is high enough is still an active area of research [see, for example, Terwilliger et al. (2016) and references therein] despite the fact that SAD phasing is, and has been for quite some time, the method of choice of structure determination if no related structure is available in the Protein Data Bank. In contrast to conventionally collected SAD data where the anomalous correlation CC ano is a good metric for the quality of the anomalous differences, this is rarely the case for SFX data, as also pointed out by Yamashita et al. (2017) in this issue. Thus, better analysis programs are needed urgently, improving SFX data quality such that CC ano (or an alternative measure) becomes meaningful and fewer images (and thus less sample and beam time) are needed to obtain accurate Bragg intensities.
In fact, data processing programs have improved significantly in recent years. This is reflected in the finding that fewer and fewer diffraction patterns of a given dataset are needed for phasing. For example, the very first demonstration of de novo phasing required 60000 indexed patterns for fully automatic model building (Barends et al., 2014) , but recently 10000 patterns were sufficient (Nass et al., 2016) . Similarly, two years ago, Yamashita et al. (2015) could not solve their structure using only the anomalous signal of their mercury derivative, and now they can (Yamashita et al., 2017) . The future will show how far this can go but it seems likely that more than the optimization of details is needed before real systems diffracting weakly to medium resolution can be phased with reasonable requirements on sample and beam time.
